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Aside from the jokes - many of us are quite serious about this. Please do pressure Gerald Posner to turn over 

his much touted material which will make all things clear, or so he alludes, in email. :)---------- Forwarded 

message ----------Date: 09 Apr 96 21:41:43 EDTFrom: Milicent L. Cranor <102707.60@compuserve.com>To: 

Gary Aguilar <garyag@ix.netcom.com>, ALL <jfk-conspiracy@kendaco.telebyte.net>Subject: THE 

POSEFolks,Gerry Posner told Jan Stevens that he's too busy to mail those tapes to theARRB, that we have to 

wait until after the elections, until he's finished withthe Perot book.How long does it take to put a couple of 

tapes in the mail? Do we have any volunteers who will buy, address, and stamp the envelope forGerry so he 

can save all his time and energy for his next work of scholarship?Let's give him a hand!>From Posner:Jan, I will 

, but not now. I am not even going to think about it until after the Perot book (which won't end until after the 

election). I have even stopped answering letters addressed to me and either have a mail robot intercept them 

for return, or just delete them myself. When the material is public, most people will wonder why I did not 

release it earlier - but, I really think that a few people who have made this quite personal do not understand 

that the more they push, the less likely they are to get any cooperation from me. Maybe that is their purpose 

so they can then rail about my lack of cooperation. But I am certainly not going to respond to the type of 

recent garbage directed my way.> Certain persons reported on the net that you responded "ah, paranoia, 

howseductive", which I feel is not a formidable response for a man of your accomplishments.<I have stopped 

sending out any answer. That one was not sent only to those who had sent either an accusatory letter ("now 

we know you work for the CIA" garbage, or something very sarcastic, like "may I order the Boswell and Humes 

tapes and how much") - I guess my answer is more frustration at what I consider the ridiculous accusation 

about an intelligence alliance - it still boggles my mind that just because I conclude that Oswald acted alone, 

people think I somehow work for the CIA. My patience has simply run out on the fringe arguments. Maybe, if 

someone had taken a more reasonable approach with me from the start, as opposed to creating a major 

confrontation, this would have all been at rest by now.... In any case, until post '96 election,Best,Gerald----------
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